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Abstra t
In this paper it is shown how to utilize Java arrays for matrix omputations. We
dis uss the disadvantages of Java arrays when used as two-dimensional array for dense
matrix omputation, and how to improve the performan e. We show how to reate eÆient dynami data stru ture for sparse matrix omputation using Java's native arrays.
We onstru t a data stru ture for large sparse matri es that is unique for Java. This
datastru ture is shown to be more dynami and eÆ ient than the traditional storage
s hemes for large sparse matri es. Numeri al results show that this new data stru ture,
alled Java Sparse Array (JSA), is ompetitive with the traditionally Compressed Row
Storage s heme (CRS) on matrix omputation routines. Java gives exibility without
loosing eÆ ien y. Compared to other obje t oriented data stru tures it is shown that
JSA has the same exibility.

1

Introdu tion

Obje t-oriented programming have been favored in the last de ade(s) and has an easy
to understand paradigm. It is straightforward to build large s ale appli ation designed
in an obje t-oriented manner. Java's onsiderable impa t implies that it will be used
for (limited) numeri al omputations and Java is already introdu ed as the programming
language in the introdu tory ourse in s ienti
omputation Grunnkurs i matematiske
beregninger at University of Oslo.
Matrix omputation is a large and important area in s ienti
omputation. Developing eÆ ient algorithms for working with matri es are of onsiderable pra ti al interest.
Matrix multipli ation is a lassi example of an operation, whi h is very dependent on
the details of the data stru ture. This operation is used as an example and we dis uss
several di erent implementations using Java arrays as the underlying data stru ture. We
 In pro eedings NIK'2002, ISBN 82-91116-45-8, Tapir,
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demonstrate the row-wise layout of a two-dimensional array and implement a straightforward matrix multipli ation algorithm that takes the row-wise layout into onsideration.
We present a pa kage implementation (JAMA) [1℄ of matrix multipli ation and ompare
our straightforward matrix multipli ation algorithm with JAMA.
We introdu e the use of Java arrays for storing sparse matri es and dis uss different storage formats and implementations. Java's native arrays have a better performan e inserting and retrieving elements than the utility lasses java.util.Ve tor,
java.util.ArrayList, and java.util.LinkedList [2℄.
The timings for the dense matrix operations where done on Solaris Ultraspar with
Sun's Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.3.1. The timings for the sparse matrix operations
where done on Linux with Sun's Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.4.0. The time is measured
in millise onds (mS).

2

Java Arrays

Java implements arrays as true obje ts with de ned behaviour. This imposes overhead on
a Java appli ation using arrays ompared to equivalent C and C++ programs. Creating
an array is obje t reation. When reating an array of primitive elements, the array
holds the a tual values for those elements. An array of obje ts stores referen es to the
a tual obje ts. Sin e arrays are handled through referen es, an array element may refer
to another array thus reating a multidimensional array. A re tangular array of numbers
as shown in Figure 5 is implemented as Figure 4. Sin e ea h elements in the outermost
array of a multidimensional array is an obje t referen e, arrays need not be re tangular
and ea h inner array an have its own size as in Figure 6.
We an expe t elements of an array of primitive elements to be stored ontinuously,
but we annot expe t the obje ts of an array of obje ts to be stored ontinuously. For a
re tangular array of primitive elements, the elements of a row will be stored ontinuously,
but the rows may be s attered. A basi observation is that a essing the onse utive
elements in a row will be faster then a essing onse utive elements in a olumn.
A matrix is a re tangular array of entries and the size is des ribed in terms of the
numbers of rows and olumns. The entry in row i and olumn j of matrix A is denoted
Aij . To be onsistent with Java, the
rst row and olumn index is 0 and element Aij will
in Java be A[i℄[j℄ and a matrix will be a re tangular array of primitive elements. A
ve tor is either a matrix with only one olumn ( olumn ve tor) or one row (row ve tor).
Consider the sum s of the elements in the n  m matrix A
s

=

XX

n 1m 1
i=0 j =0

A

ij :

(1)

The ode examples in Figure 1 and 2 show two implementation of (1) in Java. The only
di eren e between the two implementations is that the two for loops are inter hanged.
Loop-order (i,j) implies that the elements of the matrix are a essed row-by-row and looporder (j,i) implies that the a ess of the elements is olumn-by- olumn. Figure 3 shows
that traversing olumns is mu h less eÆ ient than traversing rows when the array gets
larger. This demonstrates the basi observation that a essing the onse utive elements
in a row is faster than a essing onse utive elements in a olumn. Traversing onse utive
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double s = 0;
double[℄ array = new double[m℄[n℄;
for(int i = 0;i<m;i++){
for(int j = 0;j<n; j++){
s+=array[i℄[j℄;'
}
}
Figure 1:

double s = 0;
double[℄ array = new double[m℄[n℄;
for(int j = 0;j<n;j++){
for(int i = 0;i<m; i++){
s+=array[i℄[j℄;
}
}

Loop-order (i,j) (row wise)

Figure 2:

Loop-order (j,i) ( olumn wise)
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elements in a matrix (either row or olumn) is a ommon operation in matrix omputation
routines.
Java has no support for true two-dimensional arrays, as shown in Figure 4. Therefore
Java implements a two-dimensional array with Java's arrays of arrays, as shown in Figure 5. An element of a double[℄[℄ is a double[℄, that is Java arrays are array of arrays.
The double[℄[℄ is an obje t and its elements, double[℄, are obje ts. When an obje t is
reated and gets heap allo ated, the obje t an be pla ed anywhere in the memory. This
implies that the elements double[℄ of a double[℄[℄ may be s attered throughout the
memory spa e, thus explaining the time di eren es in row and olumn wise loop order.

Figure 4:
The representation of a true twodimensional array.

Figure 5: The layout of
a two-dimensional Java arrays.
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A general 2D
Java array with di erent
row lengths.

Figure 6:

n=p=m

Matrix Multipli ation:
Pure Row

Partial

Pure Column

(k,i,j)

(i,k,j)

(i,j,k)

(j,i,k)

(j,k,i)

(k,j,i)

66

63

66

72

100

99

178

174

208

233

295

299

80
115
138

298

257

331

341

468

474

240

1630

1538

2491

2617

4458

4457

468

13690

13175

27655

28804

56805

58351

Table 1:

3

A.times(B)

The SMM algorithm on input AB with di erent loop-orders.

Matrix Multipli ation Algorithms

Let A be a n  m and
matrix with elements
ij

C

=

B

X
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i

matri es. The matrix produ t
= 0; 1; : : : ; n

1;

j

= 0; 1; : : : ; p

C

=
1

AB

is a

n



p

(2)

A straightforward implementation of (2) using Java's native arrays is given in [3, 4℄.
for(int i = 0; i<m;i++){
for(int j = 0;j<n;j++){
for(int k = 0;k<p;k++){
C[i℄[j℄ += A[i℄[k℄*B[k℄[j℄;
}
}
}

By inter hanging the three for loops there are six distin t ways of doing matrix
multipli ation. We an group them into pure row, pure olumn, and partial row/ olumn.
If for ea h row of A the elements of B are a essed row-by-row the resulting matrix
C is
onstru ted row-by-row. This is a pure row loop-order denoted (i,k,j) and in the
implementation the se ond and third for loop are inter hanged ompared to the straight
forward implementation above whi h will be (i,j,k).
Table 1 shows the results of performing the six straightforward matrix multipli ation
(SMM) algorithms on AB . It is evident from the table that the pure olumn algorithms
are the least eÆ ient algorithms, while the pure row algorithms are the most eÆ ient
implementations. This is due to a essing di erent obje t arrays when traversing olumns
as opposed to a essing the same obje t array several times (when traversing a row).
Di eren es between row and olumn traversing is also an issue in FORTRAN, C and
C++ but the di eren es are not so signi ant.
To further improve the performan e we traverse one-dimensional arrays, double[℄,
instead of two-dimensional arrays, double[℄[℄ in the innermost for-loops. Traversing 1D
arrays instead of 2D arrays ould be a fa tor of two more eÆ ient [2℄. The algorithm
in Figure 8 with loop-order (i,k,j) was more eÆ ient than the best e ort algorithm with
loop-order (k,i,j).
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publi Matrix times(Matrix B){
Matrix X = new Matrix(m,B.n);
double[℄[℄ C = X.getArray();
double[℄[℄ BA = B.A;
double[℄ Arowi, Crowi, Browi;
int Bn = B.n, Bm = B.m;
double a = 0.0;
int i = 0, j = 0, k = 0;
for(i = 0;i<m;i++){
Arowi = A[i℄;
Crowi = C[i℄;
for(k = 0;k<Bm;k++){
Browi = BA[k℄;
a = Arowi[k℄;
for(j = Bn;--j>=0;){
Crowi[j℄ += a*Browi[j℄;
}
}
}
return X;
}

publi Matrix times(Matrix B){
Matrix X = new Matrix(m,B.n);
double[℄[℄ C = X.getArray();
double[℄ B olj = new double[n℄;
for(int j = 0; j < B.n; j++){
for(int k = 0; k < n; k++){
B olj[k℄ = B.A[k℄[j℄;
}
for(int i = 0;i<m;i++){
double[℄ Arowi = A[i℄;
double s = 0;
for(int k = 0;k<n;k++){
s += Arowi[k℄*B olj[k℄;
}
C[i℄[j℄ = s;
}
}
return X;
}
Figure 7:

(j,i,k)

3.1

JAMA's algorithm with loop-order

The pure row-oriented algorithm with
loop-order (i,k,j)

Figure 8:

JAMA

JAMA[1℄ is a basi linear algebra pa kage for Java. It provides user-level lasses for
onstru ting and manipulating real dense matri es. It is meant to provide suÆ ient fun tionality for routine problems, pa kaged in a way that is natural and understandable
to non-experts. It is intended to serve as the standard matrix lass for Java. JAMA
is omprised of six Java lasses: Matrix, CholeskyDe omposition, LUDe omposition,
QRDe omposition, SingularValueDe omposition and EigenvalueDe omposition.
JAMA's matrix multipli ation algorithm, the A.times(B) algorithm, is part of the
Matrix lass. In this algorithm the result matrix is onstru ted olumn-by- olumn, looporder (j,i,k), as shown in Figure 7.
3.2

The pure row-oriented versus JAMA

In this se tion we ompare A.times(B) of the pure row-oriented algorithm Figure 8, to
JAMA's implementation Figure 7. The pure row-oriented algorithm does not traverse the
olumns of any matri es involved and we have eliminated all unne essarily de larations
and initialisations. When one of the fa tors in the produ t is a ve tor we have a matrix
ve tor produ t. If the rst fa tor is [1℄[m℄ then we have the produ t bT A. If the se ond
fa tor is [n℄[1℄ we have Ab. We use lower ase to denote a ( olumn) ve tor. Experiments
show that there is no di eren e in time traversing an [1℄[n℄ array ompared to an [n℄[1℄
array [5℄ of primitive elements.
Figure 9 shows that JAMA's algorithm is more eÆ ient than the pure row-oriented
algorithm on input Ab with an average fa tor of two. There is a signi ant di eren e
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JAMAs and the pure row−oriented A.times(B) on Ab
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Figure 10: A.times(B): JAMA and the pure
row-oriented on input bT A.

JAMAs and the pure row−oriented A.times(B) on AB
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Figure 11: A.times(B):

JAMA and the pure row-oriented algorithm on input AB .

between JAMA's algorithm versus the pure row-oriented algorithm on bT A as shown in
Figure 10, with an average fa tor of 7. In this ase JAMA is less eÆ ient. In Figure 11
a omparison is on input AB is shown for square matri es. Here the pure row-oriented
algorithm is better than JAMA's algorithm with an average of 30 % better performan e.
To nd when the pure row-oriented A.times(B) algorithm is a hieving a better performan e than JAMA's algorithm we ompare the algorithms with input ABp . Matrix

Bp has the dimension m  p where p = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; m. We are expe ting a break even p
sin e in reasing the number of olumns in the Bp matrix from p = 1 when JAMA was
most eÆ ient, we are getting loser to a AB operation on square matri es where the pure
row-oriented algorithm is more eÆ ient. Table 2 shows break even for small values of p .
The pure row-oriented A.times(B) algorithm was more eÆ ient for all p larger than the
break even.

m
p

The Break Even Results
80

115

138

240

468

663

765

817

900

1000

1374

1500

2000

13

9

7

5

3

3

5

7

4

6

5

4

6

Table 2:

A is m  m and JAMA is most eÆ ient when p  p .
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4

Sparse Matri es

A sparse matrix is usually de ned as a matrix where "many" of its elements are equal to
zero and we bene t both in time and spa e by working only on the nonzero elements [6℄.
The diÆ ulty is that sparse data stru tures in lude more overhead (to store indi es as
well as numeri al values of nonzero matrix entries) than the simple arrays used for dense
matri es.
There are several di erent storage s hemes for large and unstru tured sparse matri es
that are used in languages like FORTRAN, C and C++. These storage s hemes have
enjoyed several de ades of resear h and the most ommonly used storage s hemes for
large sparse matri es are the ompressed row or olumn storage [4℄. The ompressed
storage s hemes have minimal memory requirements and have shown to be onvenient
for several important operations. For matri es with spe ial stru tures like symmetry the
storage s hems must be modi ed.
Currently there is no released pa kages implemented in Java for numeri al omputation
on sparse matri es, as omplete as JAMA and JAMPACK [1, 7℄ for dense matri es. But
there are separate algorithms like [8℄ using a oordinate storage s heme. The oordinate
storage s heme is the most straightforward stru ture to represent a sparse matrix, it simply
re ords ea h nonzero entry together with its row and olumn index. [9℄ use the oordinate
storage format as implemented in C++ in [10℄. The oordinate storage format is not an
eÆ ient storage format for large sparse ompared to ompressed row format [5℄. There
are also some ben hmark algorithms like [12℄ that performs sparse matrix omputations
using ompressed row storage s heme.
In the next se tions we will introdu e three sparse storage s hemes, Compressed Row
Storage, Java Sparse Arrays and Sparse Matrix Con ept. We will dis uss them on the
basis of performan e and exibility.
The ompressed storage s hemes an be implemented in all languages, while the sparse
matrix on ept is restri ted to obje t oriented languages. Java Sparse Array is new and
unique for Java.
All the sparse matri es used as test matri es in this paper where taken from Matrix
Market [13℄. All the matri es are square and lassi ed as general with no properties or
stru tures where there an be used spe ial storage s hemes.
4.1

Compressed Storage S hemes

The ompressed row storage (CRS) format puts the subsequent nonzeros of the matrix
rows in ontinuous lo ations. For a sparse matrix we reate three ve tors: one for the
double type (value) and the other two for integers ( olumnindex, rowpointer). The
double type in Java uses 64 bits for storing ea h element and the int type in Java uses 32
bits for its elements. The value ve tor stores the values of the nonzero elements of the
matrix, as they are traversed in a row-wise fashion. The olumnindex ve tor stores the
olumn indexes of the elements in the value ve tor. The rowpointer ve tor stores the
lo ations in the value ve tor that start a row. Let n be the number of rows and m be the
number of olumns. If value[k℄= Aij then olumnindex[k℄= j and rowpointer[i℄  k
< rowpointer[i + 1℄. By onvention rowpointer[n℄ = nnz , where nnz is the number
of nonzero elements in the matrix. The storage savings for this approa h is signi ant
for sparse matri es. Instead of storing n  m elements, we only need 2nnz + n + 1 storage
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int[][]Aindex

int[]aindex

int[]indexes

double[]values
Rows
double[]avalue

Rows[]rows
double[][]Avalue
JavaSparseArrays

Figure 12:

SparseMatrix

The Java Sparse Array format.

Figure 13:

The Sparse Matrix Con ept.

lo ations. The ompressed olumn storage format is basi ally CRS on AT . Consider the
sparse 6  6 matrix A.
0 10 0 0 0 2 0 1
BB 3 9 0 0 0 3 CC
BB 0 7 8 7 0 0 CC
A = B
(3)
BB 3 0 8 7 5 0 CCC :
 0 8 0 9 9 13 A
0 4 0 0 2
1
The nonzero stru ture of the matrix A (3) stored in the CRS s heme:
double[℄ value = {10, -2, 3, 9, 3, 7, 8, 7, 3, 8, 7, 5, 8, 9, 9, 13, 4, 2, -1};
int[℄ olumnindex = {0, 4, 0, 1, 5, 1, 2, 3, 0, 2, 3, 4, 1, 3, 4, 5, 1, 4, 5};
int[℄ rowpointer = {0, 2, 5, 8, 12, 16, 19};
4.2

Java Sparse Array

The Java Sparse Array format is a new on ept for storing sparse matri es made possible
with Java. This on ept is illustrated in Figure 12. This unique on ept uses an array of
arrays where ea h array is an obje t.
There are two arrays, one for storing the referen es to the value arrays (one for ea h
row) and one for storing the referen es to the index arrays (one for ea h row).
With the Java Sparse Array format it is possible to manipulate the rows independently
without updating the rest of the stru ture as would have been ne essary with CRS. Ea h
row onsist of a value and an index array ea h with its own unique referen e. Java Sparse
Array use 2nnz + 2n storage lo ations ompared to 2nnz + n + 1 for the CRS format.
The nonzero stru ture of the matrix A (3) is stored as follows in Java Sparse Array.
double[℄[℄ value = {{10,-2}, {3,9,3}, {7,8,7}, {3,8,7,5}, {8,9,9,13}, {4,2,-1}};
int[℄[℄ index = {{0,4}, {0,1,5}, {1,2,3}, {0,2,3,4}, {1,3,4,5}, {1,4,5}};

A JavaSparseArray "skeleton" lass an look like this.
publi lass JavaSparseArray{
private double[℄[℄ Avalue;
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}

private int[℄[℄ Aindex;
publi JavaSparseArray(double[℄[℄ Avalue, int[℄[℄ Aindex){
this.Avalue = Avalue;
this.Aindex = Aindex;
}
publi JavaSparseArray times(JavaSparseArray B){...}

In this JavaSparseArray lass, there are two instan e variables, double[℄[℄ and
int[℄[℄. For ea h row these arrays are used to store the a tual value and the olumn
index. We will see that this stru ture an ompete with CRS when it omes to performan e
and memory use.
4.3

The Sparse Matrix Con ept

The Sparse Matrix Con ept is a general obje t-oriented stru ture illustarted in Figure 13.
It is similar to JSA, but it does not take advantage of the feature that Java's native arrays
are true obje ts. The Sparse Matrix Con ept an be implemented in the following way
[11℄.
publi

}
publi

}

lass SparseMatrix{
private Rows[℄ rows;
publi SparseMatrix(Rows[℄ rows){
this.rows = rows;
}
publi SparseMatrix times(SparseMatrix B){...}
lass Rows{
private double[℄ values;
private int[℄ indexes;
publi Rows(double[℄ values, int[℄ indexes){
this.values = values;
this.indexes = indexes;
}

The a tual storing is the same for SMC and JSA, but JSA does not use the extra
obje t layer for ea h row.
Methods that work expli itly on the arrays (values and indexes) are pla ed in the
Rows obje ts and instan es of the Rows obje t are a essed through method alls. Breaking
the en apsulation and storing the instan es of the Rows obje t as lo al variables makes
the Sparse Matrix Con ept very similar to JSA. However, JSA is preferable ompared to
any of the two implementations of the Sparse Matrix Con ept, sin e they have the same
exibility, without the extra obje t layer.
4.4

Sparse Matrix Multipli ation

The problems with performing a matrix multipli ation algorithm on CRS, is that we do
not know the a tual size (nnz ) or stru ture of the resulting matrix. This stru ture an for
105

Sparse Matrix Multipli ation

n nnz(A) nnz(C )

CRS

CRS (a priori)

JSA

SMC

115

421

1027

13

0

2

2

468

2820

8920

17

11

17

17

2205

14133

46199

58

14

38

36

4884

147631

473734

322

125

169

165

10974

219512

620957

1067

161

228

278

17282

553956

2525937

2401

395

642

628

Table 3:

The CRS and JSA algorithms for C = AA.

general matri es be found by using the datastru tures of A and B . The implementation
used is based on FORTRAN routines [6, 14℄ using Java's native arrays.
The nonzero stru ture, the index and value array, are reated with an a priori size.
The row pointer an be reated with a xed size sin e it is the size of the row dimension
of A (C =AB ), plus one extra element. The CRS approa h when we know the exa t
size (nnz) performs well. It has not surprisingly, the best performan e of all the matrix
multipli ation algorithms we present in this paper, see Table 3. However, it is not a
pra ti al solution, sin e a priori information is usually not available. If no information
is available on the number of nonzeros, a "good guess" is needed or a symboli phase to
ompute the number of nonzero elements in the produ t. The next paragraphs show
how to perform the matrix multipli ation operation using Java Sparse Array format. This
format addresses the problem of inserting rows without needing to update the rest of the
nonzero stru ture.
Java Sparse Array is in a row-oriented manner and the matrix multipli ation algorithm
is performed with the loop-order (i,k,j). The matri es involved are traversed row-wise and
the resulting matrix is reated row-by-row.
For ea h row of matrix A those rows of B indexed by the index array of the sparse
row of A are traversed. Ea h element in the value array of A, is multiplied with the value
array of B , whi h is indexed by the index array of that row. The result is stored in the
result row of C , whi h is indexed by the index value of the element in the B row.
We an onstru t double[n℄[1℄ and int[n℄[1℄ to ontain the rows of the resulted elements of matrix C , before we a tually reates the a tual rows of the resulting matrix.
The key to this approa h is the the SPARSEKIT approa h [14℄. Considering the memory use this approa h uses three additional a umulators (two int[℄ and one double[℄)
and reates two new array obje ts for ea h new row.
When omparing CRS with a symboli phase on AB to JSA we see that JSA is
signi antly more eÆ ient than CRS with an average fa tor of 3.54. This CRS algorithm
is the most realisti onsidering a pa kage implementation, and therefore the most realisti
omparison to the JSA timings. When omparing CRS with a priori information on AB
to Java Sparse Array we see that the CRS approa h is slightly more eÆ ient with an
average fa tor of 1.55 for moderately sized stru tures. It is important to state that we
annot draw too general on lusions on the performan e of these two algorithms on the
basis of the test matri es we used in this paper. But these results give a strong indi ation
on their overall performan e and that matrix multipli ation on Java Sparse Array is both
106

Sparse Matrix Update

n nnz(A) nnz(B ) nnz(newA)

CRS

JSA

115

421

7

426

11

0

468

2820

148

2963

13

1

2205

14133

449

14557

44

8

4884

147631

2365

149942

183

8

10974

219512

1350

2201041

753

8

17282

553956

324

554138

1806

11

Table 4:

The CRS and JSA algorithms for A = A + B , B = abT .

fast and reliable. The SMC approa h have to reate a Rows obje t for ea h value and
index array in the resulting matrix in addition to always a ess the value and index array
from method alls.
4.5

Sparse Matrix Update

Consider the outer produ t abT of the two ve tors a; b 2 <n where many of the elements
are 0. The outer produ t will be a sparse matrix with some rows where all elements are
0, and the orresponding sparse datastru ture will have rows without any elements. A
typi al operation is a rank one update of an n  n matrix A.
ij

A

= Aij + ai bTj i = 0; 1; : : : ; n

1;

j

= 0; 1; : : : ; n

1

(4)

where ai is element i in a and bj is element j in b. Thus only those rows of A where ai 6= 0
need to be updated. This an easily be done in JSA while for CRS we need to reate
new value and olumnindex array and perform either a opy or a multipli ation and an
addition. This is learly shown in Table 4 where 10% of the elements in a are nonzero.
The JSA algorithm is an average fa tor of 78 times faster than the CRS algorithm. The
overhead in reating a native Java array is propotional to the number of elements thus
a ounting for the major di eren e between CRS and JSA on matrix updates.

5

Con luding Remarks

When using Java arrays as two-dimensional arrays we need to onsider its row-wise layout.
One proposal to make the di eren e between row and olumn traversing less signi ant,
is to luster the row obje ts together in memory [15℄. However this a ounts for only a
minor part of the di eren e. Other suggestion is to make a multidimensional Java array
lass avoiding array of arrays [16℄. For sparse matri es we have illustrated the e e t of
having the possibility to manipulate only the rows of the stru ture without updating the
rest of the stru ture. We still do not know if Java Sparse Array ould repla e CRS for all
algorithms, this is worth further resear h.
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